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QUESTION 1

A team at Universal Containers (UC) is currently working on an initial release of Service Cloud. However, UC\\'s
management team is very enthusiastic about new features of the platform and wants to go to market with the new
Service Cloud solution as soon as possible. The current objective of their initial Service Cloud release is mostly about
managing their case workload and case assignment processes. A Solution Architect is called into a management
meeting and asked when UC can go live with automated chatbots, Einstein case classification, and CRM Analytics for
data insights. 

How should a Solution Architect respond to the management team considering their request for these new
capabilities\\'? 

A. Agree with the management team to postpone the go-live and increase the scope to include the desired features. 

B. Explain to the management team that these features are still evolving and that it is best to wait a few releases so that
they are stable before starting to use them in production. 

C. Explain the long-term vision and roadmap, and then propose a logical phasing in which the planned minimum viable
product (MVP) is the first step on the journey that will eventually include the desired features. 

D. Agree that the new features are crucial to the success of the initiative and swap parts of the current scope for the
most innovative feature. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A corporate bank has decided to use a multi-cloud solution to reduce time to market, showcase a 360-degree view of
the bank\\'s business customers, and improve CSAT rating by increasing channels for customer service. The CIO has
asked 

to run a discovery workshop with one goal: understanding existing technical dependencies within the organisation. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend as the top priority to start this journey? 

A. Plot the map or the future system landscape by making assumptions about the changes needed to improve customer
satisfaction. 

B. Plot the map of the current system landscape and identify key areas where the 626 multi-cloud solution will fit in. 

C. Plot the process map using Universal Process Notation (UPN) through workshops involving a diverse set of
stakeholders. 

D. Plot what the customer is thinking, doing, and feeling at the varying stages of their experience, and connect them to
interactions with the bank. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Big Server Company sells complex server solutions to customers through a reseller channel. Resellers will purchase
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complex servers as well as have warehouses to store quick need products for their customers, such as additional hard
drives and cables. Big Server Company currently uses Salesforce CPQ for its Sales team. Big Server Company would
like to be able to give resellers easy access to purchase warehouse type products through B2B Commerce; however,
the company would also like to allow resellers to request additional discounts for large volume orders from the Sales
team. 

Which recommendation should a Solution Architect make to integrate B2B Commerce and Salesforce CPQ to
accomplish this request. 

A. Utilize an integration software, like MuleSoft, to sync carts and pricing between B2B Commerce and Salesforce
CPQ. 

B. Implement the Salesforce CPQ and Billing and CPQ B2B Commerce Connector and use the Cart to Quote flow to
sync the cart to Salesforce CPQ, and have a reseller price rule adjust pricing for the reseller based on volume. 

C. Create a request special pricing button in B2B Commerce that will create an opportunity for the sales representative
and allow the sales representative to follow up. 

D. Implement the Salesforce CPQ and Billing and CPQ B2B Commerce Connector and use the Cart to Quote flow to
create a quote from the Resellers Cart, allowing a sales representative to configure discounts and sync back to cart. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) currently has Sales Cloud, Revenue Cloud, and Marketing Cloud Account Engagement
within its existing Salesforce environment and is utilizing a standard Lead to Cash solution across those clouds. UC is 2
years into its Salesforce implementation, and the CIO is getting concerned with the sheer amount of data affecting its
environment\\'s data limits. 

IT is doing upkeep on older records that may no longer be relevant. They have decided to start looking at data archival
strategies and what to archive correctly. Given that this solution involves Leads from Marketing Cloud Account
Engagement, Opportunities from Sales Cloud, and Quotes from Revenue Cloud, they are concerned about archiving
related data on active sales pipelines. They also want to keep a historical snapshot of all of their Quotes, Opportunities,
and Leads for future pipeline performance purposes and are open to options. 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Propose Skinny Tables to the CIO before doing anything else. 

B. Understand the organization\\'s regulatory requirements around right to retain or delete data. 

C. Recommend AppExchange solutions that provide capabilities around data archiving to the CIO. 

D. Segment the data in terms of data needed for daily operations, data that is used occasionally at demand, and data
that is used purely for historical purposes. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

UC Foods, a manufacturing company, has multiple sales channels including a front-line Sales team and channel
partners who are currently enabled on Sales Cloud as well as a Partner Community. The company wants to establish a
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new B2B Commerce portal to lower the cost of sales by enabling self-service capabilities to automate sales wherever
possible. The executive sponsor is concerned that sales representatives might see the B2B channel as a threat to their
ability to sell and, therefore, earn higher commissions. 

Which two use cases should the Solution Architect highlight to help the executive sponsor better understand the
appropriate role for B2B Commerce as it relates to existing sales channels? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Highlight that the B2B portal is meant to tackle more routine, low-complexity sales, allowing the Sales team to focus
on the more complex sales and priority accounts. 

B. Highlight that the B2B portal will be a useful tool to help improve customer communications and enhance customer
engagement by providing faster updates on their orders as they are fulfilled. 

C. Highlight that the B2B portal is meant to handle high-complexity sales that are ideal for automation, leaving the Sales
team to handle less complex, higher-margin sales. 

D. Highlight that the B2B portal will help the company grow and expand into new geographies where the company does
not currently have a sales footprint, resulting in more rewards for everyone. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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